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Application Design & Miniapp Performance Analysis

Towards Performance Portability

Today we lack a general and practical quantum mechanical modeling 
approach applicable to general materials, including metals, as well as 
molecules, where all approximations are well defined and systematically 
reducible. This is particularly problematic where current more 
approximate approaches are known to be unreliable, such as in many 
transition metal element bearing materials. These include the metal 
oxides with applications ranging from battery electrodes to 
superconductors.

Aiming to provide such a capability, QMCPACK implements accurate 
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods that solve the Schrödinger 
equation using statistical methods.  The methods have reasonable system 
size scaling, O(N2)-O(N4), and ample opportunities for parallelism, making 
them well suited for Exascale. 

We aim to run everywhere: day 1 on A21 and Frontier, and also on all 
workstation-class CPU & GPU technologies - where users begin.

QMCPACK is openly developed at https://github.com/QMCPACK/ . 
Miniapps and key kernels have also been written or extracted to facilitate 
easier study and prototyping.
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New implementation, XL16 Offoad compiler
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Legacy CUDA Implementation
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New batched performance portable implementation
Existing non-batched/non-portable CPU-only driver
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Legacy CUDA Implementation

Kokkos miniapp on CPUs
512 atoms/6144 electrons

Lower is better

Kokkos miniapp on GPUs
512 atoms/6144 electrons

Lower is better

(Left) New implementation runs with no penalty on multicore CPUs 
compared to existing well optimized non-batched CPU code. (Right) 
Offload performance for today’s science-sized problems, e.g. 384 
electrons, shows acceleration but lower performance than “legacy” 
CUDA. Efficiencies are lower due to, e.g., still unoptimized memory 
transfers, and lower efficiencies of individual kernels.

Summit benchmarks with new performance portable implementation 
find the OpenMP offload implementation is faster than the legacy CUDA 
for large problems, increasing the project FOM. Performance for 100s of 
electrons, typical of today’s science investigations, is today much lower.

Mainline 
QMCPACK

performance 
January 2020

ECP Annual Meeting, Houston, TX, February 2020

Requests for OpenMP offload compiler developers, and facilities
1. Improve the above situation particularly LLVM for greatest benefit.
2. For performance, support offloading from multiple host threads.
3. Support streams in new versions of OpenMP (5.1?) and implement 

promptly. => Higher performance via less synchronization.

If you have questions, suggestions, or know better, please contact us!
Thanks for any help. Could extra resources be utilized productively?

Additional details with links, build options etc. at https://github.com/ye-luo/qmcpack/wiki/OpenMP-offload

IBM XL v16.1 on Power9+V100/Summit
It works! But it only supports C++14. QMCPACK would use C++ >= 17 

tomorrow but for this compiler and lack of alternatives. Performance on 
host CPU is significantly reduced due to use of an old Clang.

Clang/LLVM Development Version
1. Does not support the latest CUDA versions including the one on 

Summit. LLVM bug 44587.
2. Header conflicts on x86. LLVM bugs 42061, 42798, 42799.
3. Static linking problems. LLVM bugs 42395, 38703.
4. Offload library is single threaded and uses default stream, 

reducing performance. (Discussion on openmp-dev list.)

AMD AOMP v0.7-6 on Radeon VII
It works! But it inherits Clang issue 4 (AOMP issue 23 on GitHub). Also 
register use is sometimes too large, reducing performance (issue 24).

Cray
Can compile but not link.

• We have analyzed the necessary conditions for high accelerated 
performance using Kokkos and OpenMP offload miniapps, as well as 
careful study of mainline QMCPACK.

• Batching of execution is beneficial on all platforms, even for the 
largest problem sizes, up to full utilization of device memory.

• The internal design of QMCPACK is being substantially updated to 
support batching throughout – “multiple Monte Carlo walker 
simultaneous propagation”. (Done in legacy CUDA implementation). 
Further major updates are ongoing, e.g. to memory handling and to 
support flexible execution e.g. Offload, hip, CUDA… if needed.
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